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Tēnā koutou katoa 

 
 
 
In the midst of COVID-19 induced stresses and social distancing, it seems more important than ever to strengthen community spirit 

and to celebrate the multiethnic diversity of Aoteoroa New Zealand. We know that increasing linkages between ethnic communities 

provides for a healthy, happy nation.   

 

The Kotahitaka Trust initially formed within months of the Christchurch terror attacks and it is poignant that this book emerges close 

to the date of the second anniversary. Trust Members adopted the name ‘Kotahitaka’ from the Kāi Tahu dialect to reflect the 

concept of unity in diversity, and, our aim to foster a lasting relationship with Mana Whenua. The heart shape of the logo is single 

and unifying; decorated by waves and clouds. The koru emphasises our hopes for the future of Aoteoroa New Zealand. 

 

In collaboration with the Dunedin Multi-Ethnic Council, we are delighted to bring together this inaugural snapshot of many ethnicities 

from within the Ōtepoti Dunedin community today. This book is a collection of pre-designed pages completed by as many of the 

current ethnic (cultural) groups as possible. It provides an electronic and hard copy record of our community today for future 

generations to explore their background and inheritance. We hope future editions will be expanded by even more diversity. 

 

Without the time and effort of the participating groups, none of this would have been possible, and we sincerely thank you for your 

important contributions. We wish to thank Te Runaka o Ōtākou and mana whenua for their opening statement and ongoing 

blessings for our efforts. 

 
We look forward to future contributions and editions. 

Ka manaakitaka ki a koutou katoa 

 
Noelyn Anne Hung,  
Chair, On behalf of The Kotahitaka Trustees 

• Gerard de Courcy, Co-Chair Kotahitaka Trust 
• Malcolm Wong, Treasurer Kotahitaka Trust and Kotahitaka Trust Book Coordinator 
• Jessie Lenagh-Glue, Secretary and Kotahitaka Trust Book Coordinator  
• Lux Selvanesan, Dunedin Multi Ethnic Council President and Trustee 
• Latika Samalia, Trustee 
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“He waka eke noa – a canoe that is inclusive of all people” 
 
Tēnā koutou katoa, e kā mana, e kā reo, e kā waka katoa, e kā karakataka maha, e kā hakui, hakoro tae atu ki kā tamariki 

mokopuna, e kā hau e wha, no tēnā pito no tēnā wāhi, mauriora. 

Greetings to one and all, we celebrate the diversity among our communities, of the many strands of ethnicity that make up our 

community.  We recognise the cultural roots that underpin identity and values, from the elders through to the young, to all genders, 

to the people from the four winds.  We extend our goodwill and wish one and all wellbeing, harmony and prosperity in this city, this 

place of Otepoti. 

 

Te Rūnaka o Ōtākou are pleased to support the Kotahitaka Trust Board and the Dunedin Multi-Ethnic Council special initiative to 

celebrate Race Relations Week.  This indeed is a time for celebration, a time of sharing and expression as a community made up 

of many parts, a togetherness under the umbrella of ‘kotahitaka’.  To a unity built on respect for the diversity among our 

communities and regard for one another, a time to share our stories of who we are, a time of learning more about the richness of 

our diverse ethnic communities.   

 

We of the hapū (extended family) of Kāi Te Ruahikihiki (one of the five primary hapū of Kāi Tahu), trust that one and all have 

enjoyed a happy and fruitful 2021 Race Relations Week here in Otepoti. 

 

 
Edward Ellison  
Te Rūnaka o Ōtākou Upoko 
 



Name of Group/Date formed:  Araiteuru Marae - An urban marae had been suggested in Dunedin since the 1960s but it 
was not until 1980 that the Arai Te Uru Marae opened. This made it one of the first urban marae in the country. 
 
 
 

                                   
 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): Manaaki Whenua, Manaaki Tangata, Haere 
Whakamua. 
 

                                    
 
What Dunedin means to us:  He kāinga -  He wāhi manaaki - He waka eke noa 
 
 

 
 
Hutia te rito o te harakeke, Kei hea te kōmako e kō, kī mai ki ahau, he aha te mea nui o te ao?  Māku e 
kī atu, he tangata, he tangata, he tangata. 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
Dunedin Burns Club 
Established 1861 by James Barr, who was born in Paisley, Scotland in 1809 and built ships on the Clyde River before 
emigrating to Port Chalmers, New Zealand, in 1852. He farmed at Halfway Bush, Dunedin, and at South Craigilee, Kaihiku, 
near Balclutha, until retiring to Dunedin in 1861. He was a keen poet, publishing a book Poems and Songs in 1861, and 
often wrote on the theme of the virtues of honour, loyalty and the rewards of hard labour. The Club was in recess for a 
period after his death at Dunedin in 1889 but was revived with a new constitution in 1891 by a group led by Arthur Burns, 
the son of the Reverend Dr Thomas Burns, the spiritual leader of the settlers who came from Scotland to Dunedin in 1848. 
Thomas Burns was the son of Gilbert Burns, the brother of the poet Robert Burns.  
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
The kaupapa of the Club is to promote an appreciation of Scottish culture, including fostering a love of Scottish songs, 
poems and stories. Membership is open to people from all cultures and it is not necessary to be a descendent of someone 
from Scotland. The Club’s objectives include working cooperatively with other Scottish, heritage, literature and music 
groups in Dunedin, nationally and internationally. The Club supports the Burns Song section in the Senior Vocal Festival of 
the Dunedin Performing Arts Competition Society, the UNESCO Dunedin City of Literature Robert Burns Poetry 
Competition organised by the Dunedin Public Libraries, the holding of a Burns Supper on 25 January organised by Toitū 
Otago Settlers Museum, an annual Robert Burns Lecture, and musical events with a Scottish flavour. The Club is a member 
of the Otago Scottish Heritage Council, the Robert Burns World Federation and the Robert Burns Association of the Pacific 
Rim. Club members are welcome to attend the monthly meetings of the Otago Scottish Heritage Council at 7 pm on the 
first Tuesday of the month at the Athenaeum Library, the Octagon, and lectures on Zoom organised by the Robert Burns 
World Federation.  The Club also welcomes the hosting of visitors from sister clubs throughout the world, has a library for 
members of books and LPs related to Burns, and hosts a website at www.dbci.blogtown.co.nz with some information on 
events, newsletters and links to other groups with an interest in Scottish culture.  The University of Otago established the 
Robert Burns Fellowship in 1958 to commemorate the bi-centenary of the birth of Robert Burns.  It is considered the 
premier literary residency in Aotearoa New Zealand.  
 
 
Roberta Forbes, a life member of the Dunedin Burns Club, congratulating Oshadha Perera, winner of the 2020 Rap like Robbie Dunedin 

Competition for high school aged young people, and recipient of the Stan Forbes Medal and $500 
generously sponsored by the Dunedin-Edinburgh Sister City Society, at the Dunedin Public Library, 25 
January 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  
 
 
Group preparing for the Address to the Haggis performed by Merv Gilkinson at 
the Burns Night Dinner 2021, Toitu Otago Settlers Museum, 25 January 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
Ōtepoti Dunedin is certainly a place where the rich cultural influences and traditions of mana whenua and all subsequent 
settlers are able to be honoured and celebrated.  
 



Name of Group/Date formed: Otago & Southland Chinese Association (OSCA) aka New Zealand Chinese 
Association (NZCA), Otago & Southland Branch Inc. Established October 1935 
 
 
Who we are: 
 
The purpose of the Otago & Southland Chinese Association (OSCA) is to support Chinese living in NZ and in particular, Otago and Southland.  This 
includes organising and participating in events that develop friendships and promote goodwill with the Chinese community and the wider 
community in Otago, NZ and overseas. We are part of the New Zealand Chinese Association (“NZCA”), the largest Chinese association in NZ, both 
in members and geographically.  
 
NZCA was founded by the Chinese came to New Zealand looking for gold and ended up finding a new life. In September 1934 many Chinese 
organisations existing at that time came together and formed one association in an effort to reduce friction, avoid clashes and to improve unity 
and harmony within the NZ Chinese community. This Association was named the New Zealand Chinese Association to differentiate it from the 
original Chinese Associations. 
 
The Sino-Japanese war broke out soon after the establishment of the NZCA and it was decided that the Association would help China in its war 
effort. The NZCA quickly expanded into an organisation with representation of Chinese from 15 regions.  
 
Currently the NZCA is structured so that its branches are its members. Each branch has representation on the Executive Committee of the 
Association. 

Branches are active in Auckland, Gisborne, Waikato, Manawatu, Taranaki, Hawkes Bay, Whanganui, Horowhenua-Kapiti, Wellington, Nelson-
Blenheim, Canterbury, South Canterbury, North Otago, Otago & Southland. 
 
The NZCA was established with the specific intention of being a national Chinese organisation that represented and worked for the well-being 
of the Chinese people in NZ. 
 
As a member branch OSCA also has its own objectives which include: Provide for Chinese residents in the Provincial Districts of Otago and 
Southland the means of mutual help in welfare to relieve poverty, education including cultural matters, establish Chinese language schools and 
to promote the advancement and maintenance of Chinese language and culture, represent the Otago and Southland Chinese Community in its 
interaction with the NZ Government and the NZ public at large, represent the Otago and Southland Chinese Community in its interaction with 
other Chinese communities in NZ and overseas. 
 
The Otago & Southland branch was initially formed by the founding members of Chinese immigrants who came to seek their fortune in the 
goldfields and their descendants. The Association initially concentrated on fundraising for the motherland (China) during the Sino-Japanese War. 
Since those early years, our focus has turned to fellowship, cultural, educational, charitable, sporting activities for our members, and more 
latterly preservation of our history in Otago & Southland, and NZ. 
 
We invest strongly in our Youth. We run an annual camp and other social and sports activities for our Youth. We have an annual OSCA Youth 
Award to recognise youth contribution and leadership. We help to organise the NZCA Leadership Development Conferences for our Youth and 
support them to attend. NZCA runs a national Annual Sports and Cultural Tournament. We participate in the Tournament each year and take 
our turn in hosting the Tournament in Dunedin every 4 years.  NZCA gives annual academic and other awards. Many of our Youth have won 
those awards over the years.  
 
We have an active lion dance team made up of school aged members. They are invited to perform at functions and events all over Otago. We 
contribute towards the funding of the Dunedin Chinese Language School, to maintain our language and culture.  
 
We participate in cultural and heritage projects in Dunedin, Otago and New Zealand. We provided funding and helped to raise funds for the 
Dunedin Chinese Garden, Toitu projects, the Lawrence Chinese Mining Camp restoration, archival work on Chinese historical items, and 
restoration of headstones of neglected Chinese graves.  We provided support to NZCA in its building of the SS Ventnor Memorial in Northland. 
We organise or support launches of books on the history of Chinese in New Zealand.  

 
We are actively engaged in making submissions concerning Chinese cultural sites and Chinese interests to the NZ Government or other regulatory 
agencies and public entities, and generally provide feedback during consultation processes and activities that impact our community. As part of 
NZCA, we initiated the dialogue and made submissions to the NZ Government on the discriminatory nature of the Poll Tax levied on early Chinese 
settlers who migrated to NZ. The outcome was an apology from the Government and the establishment of a Chinese Poll Tax Heritage Trust, 
which provides funding to help strengthen the unique identity of Chinese New Zealanders and their communities in NZ. 
 
More recently we were involved in discussions with the NZ government to include NZ Chinese history as part of NZ’s school curriculum, as well 
as lobbying for an official apology for historical racist treatment by the NZ Government in the past. 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 

As our Association was founded by Chinese who came generations ago, we are part of New Zealand’s and Dunedin’s history. We now welcome 
newer arrivals from China and increasingly, those who identify as Chinese irrespective of their country of origin or relationship status. 

We are raising our families here, working, starting businesses, and making connections, as did many of our ancestors. We are part of Dunedin, 
and Dunedin is part of us. Dunedin provides strong education to our young. It provides the rich soil where we can nurture our cultural identity, 
so we become proud Chinese New Zealanders.  

Otepoti, Dunedin, is our past, our present and our future. Living here gives a unique Otepoti flavour to our principles, goals, and aspirations to 
contribute to an exciting future for our members within a diverse community in Dunedin, Otago and Southland, and New Zealand. 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 

Dunedin Senior Chinese Association, formed in 2005 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
We are a group of retired people who originally came from China, and we have lived in Dunedin with our close family members since a number 
of years back. We’re passionate about performing Chinese folk music and dance, bringing joy to the local community as well as enjoying the 
vibrant multi-ethnic culture in Dunedin. We have successfully delivered the traditional Chinese waist-drum dance, fan dance, Taichi etc to a 
number of Dunedin municipal and regional stages such as the regional gatherings, kindergartens, schools etc, in the merit to showcase senior 
Chinese's lively activities and friendship toward the greater Dunedin community. 
 
What Dunedin means to us:  
Dunedin is our second and current hometown, and we love every bit about her. The people, building, harbour view, flickering lights of the night 
… even the getting busier and busier traffic all open their arms to embrace all of us in. Our kids and grand-kids are working and studying in this 
city like all the kiwis. We can’t possibly love Dunedin less than our first hometown, and are happy to devote the passion, talent, and time of our 
retired lives into making Dunedin a more open-minded, equal, and joyful community.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
Dunedin Korean Society (13-Jun-1996) 

In 2019 we renamed Dunedin Korean Society - Korean Culture Group to bring more Kiwi who are interested in Korean 

language and culture to the society activities. 

 

Who are we (e.g. What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
Dunedin Korean Society is a Korean culture - centred community group. Our kaupapa is to support Korean-Kiwis to enjoy a 

higher level of wellbeing with a platform of learning English and Kiwi culture along with creating new style of Korean culture 

adapted to Kiwi lifestyle in New Zealand. This platform also serves for Kiwis who are interested in Korean drama, music, 

foods to learn Korean culture and language. The society offers weekly Korean language class 서당, radio show K-Talk, food, 

music, and dancing workshops. We also celebrate annual cultural events such as Seollal 설날 and Chuseok 추석.  

Membership not limited to Koreans. We are inclusive. All welcome. 

Visit our facebook page in the below for more information about programmes and events we are running.  

https://www.facebook.com/dunedinkoreansociety      

 

 

Celebration of Chuseok 추석 with Korean foods and Hanbok, the traditional Korean costume (2020). Photo taken by Tina P. 
 

What Dunedin means to us: 
Dunedin is a home of Korean-Kiwis and also Kiwi-Koreans who are keen to enjoy Korean culture centred-life style in 

Aotearoa. In Korean cultural context we value the space in time and relationship because it helps people to be better 

prepared to foster more manaakitanga (hospitality, kindness, generosity, support - the process of showing respect, generosity 

and care for others) in relationship building. Dunedin is the best place in Aotearoa for Korean-Kiwis and Kiwi-Koreans to 

taste genuine slow-paced-Korean culture. 고맙습니다 Kia Ora. 

 

(The contents are prepared by Kiho Lee, an officer of the Society on 26 February 2021. Enquiries to kiholee2@yahoo.com). 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 
* Name: Dunedin Korean Society Inc. 
* Phone:  +64-3-455-5858 
* Homepage: http://dunedin.korean.net 
* Incumbent President: Ms Euija Kim (+64-27-432-4402) 
* Email: e.park123@hotmail.com      koreansociety@gmail.com 
* Founding Date: 5 June 1995 
 
 

Who are we (e.g. What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
* Objectives 
- To facilitate meetings and strengthen the bonds between the Society’s members. 
- To support the members’ rights. 
- To promote cooperation and friendship between the Republic of Korea and New Zealand 
- To assist settlement and assimilation of the Korean immigrants in New Zealand society 
- To help Korean immigrants to become contributing members of New Zealand society 
 
* History  
1) Founded on 5 June 1995 
2) Registered (802453) with the Companies Office in 13th June 1996. 
3) We have formed a close relationship with the K-Force (Returned and Services Association - RSA), the New Zealand veterans of the Korean 
War (25 June 1950 - 27 June 1953).  Since Aug 1995, we have held annual ceremony remembering the Korean War with the K-Force. 
4) We operate the mountaineering club, Korean traditional percussion quartet, golf club and Korean reading/writing school.  The Korean 
traditional percussion quartet participates in the Dunedin Festival and Ethnic Minority Culture Festival on regular basis. 
 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
 
We have chosen to leave Korea to make New Zealand, specifically, Dunedin our home.  That is not an easy decision for anyone to make.  
Dunedin is where we work and live now.  We love our new home. 
 
 

 
DN Korean Society Inc. the member of board 

http://dunedin.korean.net/
mailto:e.park123@hotmail.com


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
Lebanon is a small country on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea comprised of a string of seaboard towns against a thickly wooded and 
mountainous hinterland. Many different people and historic events have contributed to the history of the current land. There is a limestone rock north of the 
capital city, Beirut, which carries nineteen inscriptions in eight languages, from Egyptian, Assyrian and Babylonian, through Greek and Latin to French, 
English and Arabic, commemorating military feats from the 13th Century BC to 1943.  

Into this land “rich in time but poor in space” have been compressed, it’s historian Philip Hitti believes, more historical events of great significance than any 
other land of comparable size. The result is a distinctive culture in which elements of east and west blend gracefully.  

Most of the Dunedin Lebanese immigrants come from a mountain village in the north of Lebanon, known as Becharre while a smaller number came from the 
Tripoli region.  

The Muslim rulers who dominated Lebanon from the 7th century concentrated their attention on the coastal cities leaving the mountainous inhabitants very 
much to their own devices. Safe in their mountain fortress, the people of Becharre cultivated all the available land and engaged in trade. They were influenced 
by the Phoenicians who occupied the region at the beginning of recorded history and exported cedar wood to Egypt almost 3000 years before Christ. Their 
tradition of trade and commerce was maintained as one century gave way to another.  

To the ancient tradition of trade, the people of Lebanon have an even stronger tradition of adherence to Christianity. However, the Christians were not left to 
enjoy their faith in peace. Between the 16th and 18th centuries the Muslim countries and the sect known as the Druze expanded greatly and by the mid-19th 

century large numbers found their way to Lebanon and the mountainous region was left a beleaguered “Christian island in a sea of Islam”, resulting in wars 
between Christians and Druze in 1841, 1845 and 1860. During the final war there was a wholesale slaughter of Christians in a Druze district and it was 
estimated that twelve thousand people were slaughtered over a period of three months. In later years, a migrant to New Zealand noted that life was 
unbearable under Turkish domination and Christians were virtually driven into other lands.  

The massacres shocked Europe and finally through the intervention of France a new constitution was established which gave greater security to Christian 
Lebanese. As a result, the population of the mountainous region began to rise sharply; an increase which together with the influx of people into lowland areas, 
caused unemployment in towns and intolerable pressure on land resources. The country simply could not provide a living for the younger generation.  

At the same time, the opportunities of the New World gleamed golden. In the late 19th century, a wave of emigration from Lebanon surged first to the Nile 
valley, then North and South America, to Africa and Central America and finally Australia and New Zealand. Although they were influenced by the persecution 
at home, migrants were not leaving simple to escape it. They were not refugees, but aspiring migrants, eager to better themselves, with a positive attitude and 
a willingness to try anything including temporary hardship. A small but distinctive group eventually found their way to Dunedin, New Zealand.  

The early Lebanese migrants faced many challenges. Most were relatively uneducated and were unprepared for integration into a very different culture from 
that which they had left behind.  

They came from a land of “three hundred sunny days” and a gloriously Mediterranean climate. The weather in Dunedin was at the other end of the spectrum. 
The cuisine of their homeland was a blend of east and west, but it was completely different to the cuisine of New Zealand at that time. And of course, there 
was the problem of language and the inability of the migrants to communicate with the local population. History recalls many amusing and sometimes tragic 
instances of words and phrases being mispronounced and misunderstood. In addition their resources were meagre, and one can readily understand why 
some were heard to mutter “Aish jebnie ah hull bled?” which means “What brought me to this country?”.  

Soon they adapted to the climate. Ancient recipes were modified and adapted to utilise local produce. In broken English they learned how to express 
themselves. They tenaciously sought and found modest accommodation in a central city area bounded by what was Walker Street (later Carroll Street), 
Stafford Street and Princess Street. It was shared with Chinese miners who had come to the city after failing to find their fortunes in gold fields of Central 
Otago. The area was dubbed by locals – “the Devils Half Acre”.  

They made old houses into homes and relying upon their cultural belief in family, faith and fidelity they eventually adapted to the new world. The ability to 
express their Christianity and the ability to worship saw them join the congregation at St Joseph’s Cathedral. They made certain that their children 
appreciated the value of education. The group lived in one area as one large family; they were one in times of joy and supported each other in times of 
sadness and difficulty.  

Many of the early settlers made a living by hawking which in those days, involved selling goods door to door; first on foot, later with a horse and cart and 
finally with a specially built motor vehicle. Some were able to start small businesses while most simply chose to take up employment in the city.  

Probably one of the major challenges was racial prejudice. Apart from the Chinese, practically all those who found their way to New Zealand were of 
European origin and some locals resented these people who came from a different cultural background.  

What Dunedin means to us: 

Over the years the Lebanese community of Dunedin earned respect and recognition as citizens of the city. Hundreds have obtained degrees from Otago 
University and elsewhere. Many have established small and larger businesses as well as professional practices. A number have been awarded Royal 
Honours for services to the wider community and some have served as elected representatives in local government. The community has been completely 
integrated and the city of Dunedin is the hometown they know and love.  

 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 

Myanmar Community of Dunedin was formed on 20 August 2015. 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 

The Republic of the Union of Myanmar is an ethnically diverse nation, and we all originate from various 
regions of our nation. We would not have the opportunity to meet one another under normal circumstances 
back home.  
 
 

What Dunedin means to us: 
 
As such, Dunedin represents a second home for us multiethnic group of Myanmar nationals to form a 
community. In Dunedin, we are given a unique opportunity to learn about one another, support each other 
in addition to experiencing the local and the multinational cultures that this city has to offer. 
 
 

 
 

Myanmar Community of Dunedin at a Fund Raising Event for Flood Relief Operation in Myanmar  



Name of Group/Date formed: 
Dunedin Nepalese Society is a non-profit incorporated society formed and registered on 8th April 2019. 
Below is the current executive body to run society.  
 

 
 

 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 

 
We are the Nepalese by ethnicity, living in Dunedin who have migrated on work visas or come as students. 
We aim to promote and preserve Nepalese identity, culture and tradition; strengthen friendship and 
relationship with Tangata whenua and Mana whenua and other New Zealand societies to help our 
community members better integrate with New Zealand society and culture. We work closely with other 
New Zealand based Nepalese societies, including Non-Resident Nepali Association, New Zealand. 
 
 

What Dunedin means to us: 
Dunedin is the second home for us. It has become increasingly multicultural in recent years, with rising 
ethnic diversity. Stunning building, contrasting landscape, resemble the home country for many of us. 
Dunedin nurtures us allows to flourish to achieve our dream. Its hospitality and warm welcome to the new 
comers make the residents of Dunedin feel like our home. 
 
 

 
   

Figure: A capture of Nepalese attending one of DNS's event in Dunedin, NZ. 

 

Dunedin Nepalese      
Society

Maan Tamang
DNS President

Dr Gagan 
Gurung
Secretary

Sarala Basnet
Treasurer

Govinda Regmi Prakash Khadka Dr Upendra 
Bhattarai Swikar Thapa



 

 
 
Name of Group/Date formed: 
 

Otago Access Radio 
Founded in 1990 

 
 
OAR FM Dunedin is a vibrant, inclusive, not-for-profit station, hosting programmes and podcasts by, for and about our 
local communities. We are passionate about enabling Dunedin-based ethnic groups and people of all backgrounds to be 
heard and connected. The station provides a unique opportunity for you to share your language, music and culture with 
Dunedin listeners by making your own radio show and podcast. 
 
Currently, we have radio shows and podcasts in Mandarin, Malayalam, Arabic, Samoan, Korean, Tamil, Telugu, Cantonese, 
Vietnamese, Te Reo Maori and English. We also have radio shows and podcasts sharing the beautiful Tongan and 
Malaysian cultures, stories of women’s cultural identities, and also news and information for migrants and ethnic 
communities in Dunedin.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
You can tune in on 105.4FM and 1575AM. All of the Connecting Cultures programmes are also available online, as a live 
stream, and podcast from oar.org.nz, accessmedia.nz, and also your favourite podcast platforms! 
 
This means Dunedin broadcasters can also connect with communities in New Zealand, and with friends, family and other 
listeners around the world!  
 
Get in touch with connector@oar.org.nz for more information and to discover more about the opportunities to create a 
radio show/podcast with us. Scan the QR code to hop onto oar.org.nz/connecting-cultures-zone to listen to podcasts in 
the Connecting Cultures Programming!  
 
 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 
 
 

Otago Polytechnic Student Association (OPSA) 
 
 
 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
 
Our Kaupapa is - Student Needs, and to provide the students with support while they study as Otago Polytechnic 
 
 
What do we do - We are a student association, who provide students with ID's, help to find rooms around campus, provide finical 
support to students who are having hard weeks of financial difficulty, Advocacy support, Career information, advice, and guidance 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
What Dunedin means to us: - Education, Student Culture, New Beginnings, Students, Flats, Parties! The start to a new 
journey of life and career.  
 

 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
Otago University Medical Students’ Association (OUMSA) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
All of the medical students that have passed through Te kura hauora o Ōtākou have begun their medical school journey in Dunedin. 
 
The Otago University Medical Students’ Association (OUMSA) - the official association of medical students from the School of Medicine, at 
the University of Otago, New Zealand - is an organisation run for medical students by medical students. At a personal level, OUMSA provides 
support for students, considering ourselves a family. Formally, we organise activities and events with the aim to further ourselves not only as 
medical students but as people within our communities and Aotearoa as a whole. 
 
 
 

 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
Dunedin has meant many things for all of us - a home, a place of learning, a springboard to new adventures, and a chance to engage with 
each other and celebrate the rich tapestry of cultures that make up our student cohort, and indeed, the communities we intend to serve as 
doctors. 
 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
The Polish Heritage of Otago and Southland Charitable Trust (POHOS)  
Registered: 16/11/1998  

 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
POHOS was formed by the descendants of Polish Settlers into NZ (the first substantial, in numbers, group arrived on “Palmerston” into Port 
Chalmers, Dunedin in 1872), descendants of 1st & 2nd World War refugees, Polish born emigrants arriving in NZ in 1970th and 1980th and Polish 
born young generation of people working and/or studying in Dunedin and Otago Region.  
 
Our Trust was formed with the following objectives in mind: 

• To undertake a programme of cultural and historical education with the broader community and to provide educational resources on the 
cultural and spiritual issues related to Polish heritage in New Zealand. 

• To develop and provide educational resources about Polish history and culture and make them available to the broader community in 
New Zealand. 

• To enrich New Zealand society by promoting cultural and spiritual awareness of Polish heritage in New Zealand 
• To support the maintenance of historical properties of Polish heritage in New Zealand for the benefit of New Zealand. 
• To support Polish cultural, educational and historical research and publication in New Zealand or Poland. 
• To co-operate with and support other historic organizations and ethnic communities in New Zealand. 
• To co-operate with and support other Polish organizations and communities in New Zealand. 
• To encourage and support cultural, educational and economic links and exchanges between Poland and New Zealand. 
• To encourage involvement of the broader community in the activities of the Trust. 

 
 

What Dunedin means to us: 
Dunedin is our home and to some of us has been a home to several generations of our ancestors. 

 
POHOS celebrated 120 years of the Historic Polish Church build, in Waihola in 1899. 
 
The Church, originally named after St Hyacinth was consecrated on April16,1899. The original 
parishioners and builders of the church were Polish settlers. It was moved from Waihola to its present 
location in Broad Bay on the Otago Peninsula after a decision from the Catholic diocese, and renamed 
Mary Queen of Peace Church in 1948. 
 
Easter Mass was followed not only by a traditional tea with Polish Easter “Mazurki”, but also an 
opportunity to celebrate with an appropriate cake that Trust would never miss.   

 

 
 
 
Restoration of the Prince Alois Konstantin Drucki-Lubecki grave stone  
 
The “Drucki-Lubecki” project initiated by POHOS and partly financed by the Polish Embassy in Wellington, took more than a year to complete. 
 
On November 12, 2019, the restored grave in the Southern Cemetery was officially blessed and consecrated by the Catholic Bishop of 
Dunedin, the Most Reverend Michael Dooley. The ceremony was attended by the Polish Ambassador to New Zealand, Zbigniew Gniatkowski 
and various board members of POHOS. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Our traditional Christmas Carols event at Broad Bay Church and, as usual, attracted a large crowd from the Broad Bay community, and the 
Polish and International communities. Carols are sung in 7 languages; music, friendship, food, reflection and a lot of laughter, so much more 
than just singing.   
 

     



 
    Name of Group/Date formed:  

Ragalayam – Mini School of Carnatic Music 
Date formed – August 2020 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 

‘Ragalayam- Mini School of Carnatic Music’ was founded in August 2020 and is one of a kind in the Otago region. 
It is a unique initiative to encourage pupils based locally to learn an intricate and complex subgenre of classical 
music that originated in the Southern states of India way back in the 12th century. 

Ms Padmini Parthasarathy, the vocal tutor at Ragalayam, believes in knowledge-sharing and is keen to kindle the 
flame of passion and admiration towards Carnatic music in her pupils. Ragalayam is open to all, irrespective of 
age or ethnicity. 

Carnatic music is a pathway to divinity, whether one is rendering a composition or listening to it. Despite its 
complexity, anyone can listen to and enjoy this aesthetic form of art. The ornamentations that a musician can 
provide to a composition, albeit within the framework of the ‘ragam’ and’ layam’, is infinite. The variety, grandeur and succinctness of Carnatic 
compositions melt the hearts of people. 

Carnatic music, like Yoga, is believed to have therapeutic effects. It has the potential to relieve stress and unlock latent energies in the mind and 
is highly effective in building positive mental discipline. 

Carnatic music is essentially an ensemble of four core components- swaram, ragam, sruthi and talam- that come together to create a rasa 
(atmosphere) of divinity. 
Swaram- Swarams are tonic solfa syllables/notations sung much like the do-re-mi-fa-so-la-ti and do of Western music. The Carnatic music 
language is made up of seven swaras/notes (called saptha-swaras)- Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Da, Ni. 
Ragam- A ragam is a melodic framework that can have up to seven different swarams in various patterns. 
Shruti- Shruti is the pitch/scale of rendition. 
Talam- Layam/Talam is the rhythmic beat structure to which a composition is set. 
 
There is a popular saying- 

Shruti Mata Laya Pita 
Meaning: Melody is Mother, Rhythm is Father 

 
Ragalayam 2020-2021 

 
What Dunedin means to us: 
 
Dunedin, the UNESCO designated City of Literature, is that lively city that connects people by way of its mesmerizing, unique landscape and 
immensely rich, diverse cultural ecosystem. It is remarkable to see how people from different parts of the world with different cultural 
backgrounds and belief systems are all welcomed equally and warmly in Dunedin. To us, Dunedin is home away from home. 
 
 



Name of Group/Date formed: 

Name- Sai group, Dunedin, formed in 1990 

Email- 

Supriya Devi- devsu523@hotmail.com 

Latika Samalia- latika.samalia@otago.ac.nz 

 

  

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
We are a service group based on Sai Baba’s teaching- with the Motto – “LOVE ALL SERVE ALL” 
This group is not a religious group - everyone is included but the teaching are incorporated with Hindu teachings, 
It includes people from all religions, faiths, and nationalities. Its goal is to help people realize the Divine Principle innate in every human being. 
This is achieved by doing selfless service and achieving self-transformation by practicing the five universal human values of Truth, Right 
Conduct, Peace, Love, and Nonviolence. This Divine Principle within is expressed by manifesting love in thought, word, and deed.  
 
It was started in 1990 by Dr Valli Raghupatti with support of other families in Dunedin. 
 
Function of this group is: 
- help their members to realize their own innate divinity. 
- to promote and practice harmony of religions and unity of faiths 
- to support fellow followers of Sai teaching 
- to instil discipline in daily life 
- learn to l love and service others in the society 
- include children to teach discipline 
- also it's a form of meditation 
- to promote in its members ever-increasing faith in God. 
- to provide a loving environment that nourishes the devotion of its members 
 
 
 
What and how do we meet: 
We meet each Thursday at 7pm during winter and 7.30pm at other times for one hour. 
We follow the NZ Sai Organization instruction and recite mantras and sing bhajans / religious song from all faiths and languages. 
We meet at the University’s clubs and society’s building so we can include the university students but at University break time we take turns to 
host these at different member’s homes. 
There is some fellowship at the end and we finish in one hour (time is strictly followed) 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
We are from different areas of the world and have made Dunedin home but we do not forget our homeland. 
 
Below is the emblem for our organisation. 
 
 

 
 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
Otago Scottish Heritage Council 
The Otago Scottish Heritage Council held its first meeting on Thursday September 17, 1925 at the offices of WEC Reid-Co, Carlton Chambers 
High Street, Dunedin. The first groups to become part of the Council were the Caledonian Society of Otago, the Dunedin Burns Club, the Otago 
Gaelic Society and the Otago Piping and Dancing Association. 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
The aim of the Otago Scottish Heritage Council was to bring together all of the Scottish Societies of Dunedin under one banner to represent 
their interests at a regional level. This remains the aim. 
 
Membership has increased markedly and in 2021 there are more than 20 affiliated Scottish groups within the Council. Membership ranges 
from representatives of local clans, dancing and piping organisations to the Dunedin-Edinburgh Sister City Society. Monthly meetings are held 
on the first Tuesday of each month in the Dunedin Athenaeum Library and guest speakers are invited to talk about their spheres of interest in 
Scottish-aligned research or studies. These can include leading academics from the University of Otago, world-recognised experts in Scottish 
history, local bagpipe champions, and organisers of the Robert Burns poetry competition, of which the Heritage Council is a major sponsor. The 
Council’s members also represent their own links with Scotland through their activities, and the monthly meetings give members a chance to 
share the activities of their group and provide support where needed at local functions such as the Burns Supper and St Andrew’s Day. 
 
The Caledonian Society still remains a key part of the Heritage Council and its legacy will live on through the Society’s gift of $20,000 to the 
University of Otago’s Centre for Irish and Scottish Studies. The money will go towards a scholarship which will be used for students of Scottish 
literature. 
 
The Heritage Council maintains strong ties with the University. Chairman Dr Royden Somerville QC is also Chancellor of the University of Otago 
and a direct descendant of the Reverend Dr Thomas Burns, the foundation Chancellor of the University and a founder of Dunedin. 
 

 
What Dunedin means to us: 
As many Otago and Southland people are descended from the first Scottish immigrants who arrived through the port of Dunedin, the city 
remains an integral part of their heritage. Scottish names abound in the south, and in Dunedin itself.  Many street names are the same as they 
are in Edinburgh. Dunedin is known as the Edinburgh of the South and for good reason. The statue of Robert Burns in the Octagon provides a 
reminder of how the Scottish settlers to the region remembered their homeland while establishing themselves in their new country. 
 
The city marches in time with a Scottish heart, and the Heritage Council provides an outlet for the many clans and organisations to join 
together under one banner to celebrate their Scottish roots. 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 

Dunedin Syrian Society (DSS) Formed on 21st February 2020. 
“Not officially registered yet.” 

 
 
Wasim Askar  
DSS Representative 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
 

We are Syrian by ethnicity, living in Dunedin, who have migrated through the Refugee Quota Program, are on work visas,  

or came as a student. 

We aim to promote and preserve Syrian identity, culture, and tradition; strengthen friendship and relationship with Tangata 

Whenua and Mana Whenua and other New Zealand societies to help our community members better integrate with New 

Zealand society and culture. We work closely with other New Zealand based Syrian societies, including the Non-Resident 

Syrian Association, New Zealand. 
 

What Dunedin means to us: 
 

Dunedin is the second home for us: It has become increasingly multicultural in recent years, with rising ethnic diversity. 

Stunning buildings and contrasting landscape; it resembles the home country for many of us. Dunedin nurtures us and allows 

us to flourish to achieve our dream. Its hospitality and warm welcome to the newcomers make the residents of Dunedin 

feel like our home. 

 

 
 

 



  Dunedin Tai Chi Club Incorporated was registered under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908 on the 7th June 2017.  
 
 
Who Are we? 
 
Dunedin Tai Chi Club (DTCC), a non-profit organization, was formed to promote Tai Chi exercises to Dunedin residents especially 
the elderly folks to improve their physical and mental health well being. Tai Chi is a good exercise for people who cannot do 
strenuous activities and it helps the body to build up strength. For the more energetic enthusiasts, there are Tai Chi Fan and Tai 
Chi Sword Dance exercises too. We are looking into other related exercise and dance activities in the future. We also aim to 
encourage multi-ethnic interactions through these exercises and festive celebrations.  
 
All Tai Chi exercise sessions are conducted at the Dunedin Botanical Garden every Saturday morning @10.30am FREE of charge. 
Everyone is welcome to join.  
 
Pre-Chinese New Year Celebration on 6th Feb 2021 
 

 
 
Tai Chi exercise at the Botanical Garden  

    
 
 
The club also participates in the community activities such as the Chinese New Year Celebration, Mid-Autumn Celebration, and 
other community activities and events organized by DMEC and other societies. 
 
 
You can find us at Facebook, 
 

 https://www.facebook.com/Dunedin-Tai-Chi-Club-Incorporated-2025854477652120/?view_public_for=2025854477652120 
 
The DTCC website is currently under construction.  
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
 
Dunedin is home to many from afar, and each group brings their ethnic traditions and cultures with them. It is a place that most of 
our members would call our home. And sharing activities across all ethnic groups will enhance our life here.   

mailto:morning@10.30am
https://www.facebook.com/Dunedin-Tai-Chi-Club-Incorporated-2025854477652120/?view_public_for=2025854477652120


 
 

 
 

Deepavali, the festival of lights, is one of the most auspicious celebrations of Hindus, Tamils and Indians worldwide. 
Through this event here in Dunedin, we are aiming to connect Tamil communities in the Dunedin and southland areas. It 

is becoming a tradition of our Dunedin Tamil Society to celebrate this festival every year 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

Deepavali 2020 

Christmas in the Park 

Pongal in the farm 2021 

Thai Pongal, the harvest festival, dates back to. More than thousand years and occurs in th month of January(“Thai”). Thai Pongal is 
one of the most auspicious celebrations for Tamils worldwide. It is celebrated to thank Sun god. This year we celebrated in the farm 

to give real feel of Pongal function in Dunedin 

Pongal in the Parliment 2021 

Sports activities 2021 

The grand celebrations of the Pongal Festival ( Harvest Festival) hosted 
by Hon. Minister Michael Wood & Vanushi Walters in collaboration with 
Aotearoa New Zealand Federation of Tamil Sangam (ANTS) for the first 
time at the Parliament of New Zealand on 23/2/2021 was truly an epic 

moment. 
 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 

Dunedin Tibetan Association (DTA) 
 
Date:    December 2012. 
Beginning with the first arrival of four Tibetans and their whānau in 1985, DTA, a member of New Zealand Tibetan Associations (NZTAs), had existed 
informally for 27 years prior to its formal establishment in 2012 as the Dunedin Tibetan Association. 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
The Dunedin Tibetan Community group is made up of ethnic Tibetan people and their families who live in Dunedin.  We are part of the groups that 
comprise the national New Zealand Tibetan Association. As stated above, the Dunedin Tibetan Association informally came into existence in 1985 with the 
first arrival of four Tibetans and their whānau. 
The group has done many different things over the years, but always exists to provide a place for Tibetans to get together for important festivals, to share 
food, language, and keep the culture alive.  As a people, we are originally from Tibet, a country with over five thousand years of history, culture and 
language. 
 
The size of the community has fluctuated with the steady arrival and departure of the community members and is extremely small with the numbers 
remaining about the same with only about five to ten households at any one time.  Currently, in 2021 there are eight Tibetans and their families living and 
working in Dunedin. More established migrants in the Tibetan community assist newer migrants to integrate and establish themselves in Dunedin on 
arrival. 
 
The ways of keeping culture strong within the households has often meant that over the years there have been different activities undertaken that also 
benefit the wider Dunedin community.  What we do here is closely connected with the services provided by the local Dhargyey Buddhist Centre (DBC). DBC 
has been the platform where the members meet and participate in the many activities organised by DBC. It is with DBC that we often share our unique 
cultural, linguistic and spiritual values with the wider Ōtepoti Community. The Dunedin Tibetan Community has also shared the expertise in many areas our 
members have to offer with many organisations throughout the country. 
 
Some examples are: 

• In the 1980s and 1990s there was a Tibetan Dance troupe 
• Tibetans have, along with the local Tibetan Buddhist community, facilitated many visits by His Holiness the Dalai Lama to Dunedin and New Zealand 
• Ordained Tibetan Buddhist scholars have presented a Buddhist devotional and artistic practice of creation and dissolution of a sand mandala on 

many different occasions 
• Ordained Tibetan Buddhist scholars lead teachings and provide guidance to Dunedin’s Tibetan Buddhist community, and any Buddhist who requests 

assistance with life events or challenges.  They also maintain interfaith connections and connections with other Buddhist groups in Dunedin.  For 
instance, our current resident teacher and spiritual director took part in leading prayers as part of the March 15th memorial service at the Dunedin 
Stadium in 2019. 

• Tibetans often assist the wider Tibetan Buddhist community with activities for the Tibetan Buddhist Community, such as, fundraising dinners 
featuring their cuisine and volunteering their time for other events organized by the Dhargyey Buddhist Centre. 

 

 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
 
For nearly all Tibetans here, Dunedin is now their only home.  Dunedin is a safe haven for Tibetans to co-exist peacefully with all other diverse ethnic 
backgrounds, led by the first partnership between Mana Whenua, and Pākehā. It is place where we can be free to maintain and exercise our racial, cultural, 
and spiritual identity within the broader unique identity of Dunedin and in New Zealand. This very small community continues to give back to Dunedin at 
every opportunity, because it is now our home. 



Name of Group/Date formed: 
 
 
 

Tuakana/Tenia Program 
 
 
 
 
 

Who are we (e.g.What’s our Kaupapa and what do we do): 
 
 
To help Guide and support Students who are taking up education for the first time either after leaving school or retuning as an Adult 
Student. 
 
 
We are a newly organised group, who have been formed as a Big brother/Little Brother support system, making sure that the little 
Brothers/Sisters can cope in their new education journey, while at Otago Polytechnic. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
What Dunedin means to us: 
A new start, Indigenous Whānau, Worldwide Culture, Support to 
whomever needs it. 
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